Model reference adaptive tracking control for hydraulic servo systems with nonlinear neural-networks.
It is well known that hydraulic systems typically suffer from heavy disturbances including parametric uncertainties and unknown disturbances. In order to attain high performance tracking control, this paper proposes a composite design of nonlinear neural-networks (NN) and continuous robust integral of the sign of the error (RISE) feedback controller. The control development incorporates a NN feedforward component to have a compensation for unknown state-dependent disturbances and to further improve the accuracy of feedforward compensation, meanwhile input parameter is updated online. To achieve asymptotic stability, a novel RISE term with NN-based feedforward component is developed for the first time to enable the incorporation of model reference adaptive control structure where acceleration signal is not employed. The proposed controller guarantees controlled hydraulic system a semi-global asymptotic stability. For the experimental results, the prescribed transient performance is tested under rectangular trajectory and the steady state performance is tested under sinusoidal trajectory.